**TERM:** 1156  **CAMPUS:** Rice Lake

## Cake Decorating-Beginning (64904)

**Location:** Rice Lake High School  
**Instructor:** Fay Olson

### Supply List for the first day of class:

- Set of basic colors for frosting
- 12 or more disposable bags
- 4 to 6 couplers for bags
- 1 12” angled spatula
- 1 4” straight spatula
- Scissors
- Some small bowls & spoons for mixing color into frosting
- 1 flower nail

**Tips:**

- 1 each of no. 2, 4, & 8 writing tips
- 1 each of no. 5, 16, 17 open star tips
- 1 each of no. 101, 102, & 104 petal tips
- 1 352 leaf tip
- 1 233s grass tip
- 1 46 basket weave tip
- 1 80 lily of valley or mum tip

*(or purchase a set of tips for beginners)*

You can get supplies at Wal-Mart, Libbies, Michaels, & Hobby Lobby